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FERMENTATION MODELLING

M. Reuß, R.P. Jefferis III and J. Lehmann

Gesellschaft fiir Biotechnologische Forschung m.b.H.

D-3300 Braunschweig, GFR

Abstract

The application of the method of quasilinearization to fermentation modelling is discussed. The text includes a tutorial explanation of the method. Examples in-

clude parameter identification in a growth model and both parameter and state estima-

tion in a column reactor. The latter example was performed by an on-line system

of coupled process and time-sharing computers.

Introduction

Computer-aided experimentation in biochemical process development offers not only

objective data acquisition and analysis, but also a new and powerful tool for mathe-

matical modelling. In addition to the widely recognized advantage of mathematical

models for the correlation of data, the refinement of process understanding, and

the prediction of manch]. Such models can also provide a basis for com-

plex control strategies and offer a more rational estimation of process states in

the face of imperfect measurements. These models fall into two general classes,

empirical models based upon statistical methods and mechanistic models based upon

some possible physico-chemical and biological principles. Because plant design and

simulation require a sound understanding of process kinetics and transport phenomena,

the discussion which follows refers only to the class of mechanistic models. These

models generally lead to systems of nonlinear differential equations. Two mathe-

matical problems result from this choice of model, (1) integration of the non-

linear equations to obtain the system states and, (2) estimation of the unknown

system parameters from experimental data. Although various methods exist_for the

solution of these two Krohn the method of quasilinearization 5,6 has been

found particularly applicable to model identification and state estimation in bio-

technology. This method leads to linear numerical procedures which can easily be
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computed during experimental conduct, thus permitting results to be obtained on-line.

To make effective use of this capability, a hierarchy of coupled process and time-

sharing computers would be advantageous. _The recent availability of software for

the implementation of computer networks provides a new framework in which

such mathematical problems in biotechnology can be solved. The results to be dis-

cussed should serve to indicate the very great power of such a computer network and

these analytical methods in a pilot plant for biochemical process development.

A Simple Identification Problem

Researchers have found that the oxygen consumption rate of a respiring microbial

culture, u can be divided into three components, the oxygen used for cell mainte-

nance, om’ the oxygena growth, Q% » and the oxygen used for the formation

of metabolic products, %, . That is,9

%, = % + be + Ao, (mMo1/1 hr) (1)

For cell mass density, X(g/1), growth rate, X (g/1-hr), and product formation rate,

P (g/1’hr), the model,

SG 2% m (2)

On ioe x (3)% g

Oi, ‚pP (4)0, p

reportedly gives good agreement with experimental results. If one is only interested

in growth, the coefficients Er and Cy are the unknown quantities, which must be de-

termined experimentally by continuous measurement of the uptake rate 0% and the cell

density X at various times t, (s=1,2,...,m). The method of quasilinearization has

been successfully used for such identification problems 6 . The method proceeds

by adjoining to the model equation,

OEL, Ms (5)

a differential equation in each of the unknown coefficients,

dc,
fran) Ole (6)

dc,

ae: (7)

where the parameters, Cy = Utz and Cy = Cy/ Cg: are to be chosen so as to minimize

the performance index,
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m

os LKate (t,) -a (8)
se

given the experimental values Meas’ 3)

Generalized Linearization Formula

Equations (5) to (7) are a set of nonlinear differential equations of the general

form,

Seta) (9)

which, in the general case, can be linearized by the vector Newton-Raphson formula,

Ka ek byN (10
dt = n? ( n’‘n+l ne )

where Kur Kye and ¥ represent M-dimensional vectors with components x, 4415

Xo ntl? efechs XM,n+1? Xn? Xo on? eds Xun? and f1> fos PAR ty respectively. The

Jacobian matrix IK.) is formed in the following manner:

   

  
 

  
 

fr wy

af] af, af]

2X1 on 2X9 on Xm on

af, af, af,

2X1 on 8%n XM on

J(X,) = (11)

of um afy

. 2X1 on aX a Xun |  
Now a method of successive approximation can be used to find Ted because the

right-hand side of Equation (10) will be linear on each cycle of iteration. As

shown by Bellman and Kalabal!!], this technique of quasilinearization has the

property of quadratic convergence. The systems of differential Equations (5) to

(7) can be linearized easily by Equation (10), with the result

Mn
 

dt 5 C2 ‚nXn 5 Co nXn+1 4 Cy nat BCE): C2 ‚n+1Xn (12a)
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dey nel

=0 (12b)dt

deo n+l
= 0 (12e))

dt

The system of Equation (12) is linear, and can therefore be solved by use of the
principle of superposition. Since there is one initial condition,

X(t=0) = Xp (13)

there will be two homogeneous solutions and one particular solution. Thus, the

general solutions of Equation (12) are:

Aa) = Xp nti (t) aad Xnı,n+1(%) 7 99 »n+1*h2 nd(*) (142)

aCy psn(t) + 21,n+1°1,h1,n+1(%) + &2 n41C1 he nai (t) (14b)

Cosmet) = Cog nar (t) + 8 nero hr nat (t) + 82 n41°2,h2 nar (t) (14¢)

In order to satisfy the initial condition of Equation (13), the particular solution
of Equation (12) will be obtained with the following initial values:

Ky n+1 (9) = Kg» C,p,n+1(0) 7 C2 ,p,n+1(0) “N (15)

The homogeneous forms of Equation (12) are:

 

Kr

dt una 7 Co .n+1Xn (16a)

dC) n+1
eeeseen: \()

(16b
dt )

deo nel
ER

(16c)
dt

The homogeneous solutions can be obtained by integrating Equation (16) with the
following initial values:
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0 0

0 =
aD Kan

0 1 These initial values are chosen in such a way that

nl =nal) = Arne» and

nl) = & mal) = 82 nad

The integration constants a] „41 and a> nay Can then be calculated. Substituting

Equation (14a) for ee

tives with respect to ay ntl and a n+l to zero, we obtain

at t=t, in Equation (8) and setting the partial deriva-

ale q(t.) - 22 n+192(t5) (18)

22,041 ® 9zlts) = a1 n419altz) 02)

where

Din. uns1(*s)Ameas ts) i Ky, ane ts)Xp nai (ts)

q,(t.) = (20)
2BD,sna)

Ky nea ts)*h, sna (ts)

ag(t) =| ———>

—

(21)
att LM, snai (ts)

Ky, nei ts) Meas (ts) 5 Xho anal ts) Xp sna(ts)

  q(t.) = (22)

Inte]

Pneu ts)%h,.ns1 (ts)

9,(t,) = EN

>

(23)

X (t,)k hy ntl Ss

Solving for a] ‚n+l and ay ntl ?
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g(t.) - Go(t,)a3(t,.)
Bee Na (24)

Ls Go(t.)qq(t,)

93(t,) iF 9y(t,)aq(t.)

a Ila (25)
u 1 = lt,)galt,)

Once the integration constants are known, the general solution can be calculated

from Equation (14a). Setting n=n+l an improved set of values can be obtained from

Equation (12). This procedure is continued until the convergence test is satis-

factory.

Experimental Data Acquisition
 

An Industrial PDP-11 (Digital Equipment Corp.) combuter140 was_used to gather

instrument measurements from a 500 liter culture of C. Binlt growing on

methanol. These measurements included temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen partial

pressure, substrate concentration, air flow rate, agitation speed, and both

oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in the exhaust gas stream? In addition

periodic cell mass density measurements were performed by automated photometric

analysis of the culture 1iquidl15]. These measurements were then interpolated to

the data acquisition instants using recursive least-squares digital filtering tech-

niquest! ©], A data analysis program then operated upon this data file to calculate

the oxygen uptake rate, carbon dioxide production rate, and other indices of process

operation Med The measured data and these calculated values were then stored on

magnetic disk at 15 minute intervals for 40 hours, after which they were transmitted

over the data link to a PDP-10 time-sharing computer for use by the model identifi-

cation programl!2]. Figure 1 illustrates the data flow described above and its re-

lation to the model identification program. (Application to the tower fermenter shown

will be discussed in a second example).

The Model Identification Program

The model identification program given in Table 1 begins by reading values of cell

mass density and oxygen uptake rate from a data file and storing these in the arrays

XRAW and QRAW, respectively. Iterative calculation then begins, with calculation of

the particular and homogeneous values by Runge-Kutta integration. The constants a

and a, are then computed, followed by computation of the estimated values of X and

then a convergence test. If the convergence test fails, the integration is per-

formed again with the estimated values as starting condition. If the coefficients
have converged, the identified values of Cn and Cy are computed, and the resultant
estimated profilesof X and X are printed. Figure 2 illustrates the resultant pro-

1
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C PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER WACHSTUMVKURVE AUS SAUERSTOFF/

C AUFNAHMERATEN NACH DER DIFFERENTIALGLEICHUNG

Ce 0 = KMaX+KGADX/DT

e
C
c
NUMERISCHES VERFAHRENS QUASILINEARISTERUNG

DIMENSION XNC22D),XN1C20M),XPNiL2aR),XHINLL2DD)
DIMENSION XH2NL(28R), ZK(5),XRAR(229),ORAN(229)
DIMENSION XNR(4),XGRAD( 202)

DATENEINGABE

M ANZAHL DER MESSWERTE
N ANZAHL DER STUETZTELLEN IN RUNGE KUTTA

CIN,C2N INITIAL VALUES FOR THE COEFFICIENTS
ITMAX MAXIMAL NUMBER OF ITERATION

@ FORMAT (SF)
5 FORMAT(SI)

TYPE 698
FORMAT($,° CM,CG8")
ACCEPT 10,C™,CG
CiNs1,/CM
C2NZCM/CG
TYPE 685

685 FORMAT(S,? MoN„ITMAX=?)
ACCEPT 15,M,N,ITMAX
ITs

K
e
O
A
O
M
O
E
O
M
A
O
H
O

o a S
s

02MW=232,
OPENCUNIT=22,FILE=°DATA36,DAT")

READ( 22,555)

555 FORMAT(SAQAI)
17182397
J3@
DO 101 121,518
READ (22,550, END21U2) ITIM,/ Xe DXDT, SSeQW02,9NC02,05,0H

550 FORMATCI,7F)
IF(X,LT,0,.95)GOTO 101

IFCITIM,LT,ITI@) GOTO 101

IFCITIM,GT,2482) GOTO 132
JaJ+i

GRAW( J) B10AB,*Qw02/02MW
WRAW(J) 5X

181 CONTINUE
102 pO 401 Ist,N
491 XNCI) 21.

OTai xC(ITIMeITIGI/COM*J)
MaJ

NsJ

Cc
e PARTICULAR SOLUTIONg INITIAL VALUES

Cc
95 XN1(¢1) SKRAW(1)

CiNi1zB,

c2ni=d.
KAFs1

Kist

Table 1 Program for model identification by quasi linearization. (Cont'd) 
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RUNGE KUTTA

T29,
00 200 Imi,N=1
D0 119 J=1,4
60T0(25,30,30,40)J
XNRCJIEXNLCT)
FLBXN(T) *C2NRKAF@CONRXNR CJ) ¢ORAWC(I) ACINIOXN(T) ®C2NL

ZKCJ) s0THF]
GOTO 118
IF (J92)33,31,33
P=29,5

Tz2T+DT/2,

GOTO 33
Psi,

TET+OT/e,
XNRCJ)BXNRO1L) oPRZK (Jad)
GOTO 45
CONTINUE
ZK(5)3(0.5*(Z2K(1) 42K 04) ) 2K (2) 42K(3))/3,
XN1L C141) 2XN1(01)4ZK(5)
CONTINUE
GOTO(54,55,64)K1

HOM SOLUTIONSINITIAL VALJES |

00 51 Isi,N
XPNICI)SXNICTI)
XN1(01)30,
CiNia1,
CaNie9,
KAFsQ
Kis2

GOTO 13828

HOM SOLUTION 23 INITIAL VALUES

DO 56 121,N
XHINICTIZXNLCTI
XN1(1) 22,
C1N12Q,
Cente},
Kis3
GOTO 103
DO 61 Iz1,N
XHONICTIBXNICTI)

Table 1 Program for modelidentification by quasilinearization. (Cont'd. )
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BERECHNUNG DER INTEGRATIONSKONSTANTEN

SsiM=A,
$1Ps8,

$1120.
$12=0,
S2Ms0,

S2Ps0,

$2250,
COMPUTE SUMS
00 89 Kai,

SIM=S1M+XHINLCK)AXRANCK)

S{P=S1P+XHINLCK)#XPNICK)

SiisSi1#XH1N1(K) &XHINI(K)
$1288 12*XHINI(K) *XH2N1(K)
S2MBS2M+XH2N{(K) ®XRAW(K)

S2PeS2P+XH2N1(K)*XPNI(K)
S222522+XH2NICK)RXH2NI(K)
CONTINUE
COMPUTE FRACTIONS

O1s(SiM@SiP)/S11
G2sS12/S11
932(S2M=S2P)/3822
Q4=2512/522
COMPUTE THE A’S
A13(01-02x093)/(1,2-Q2*r0Q4)
A22(03-01«04)/(1.0-02«Qu)

FINAL SOLUTION

DO 195 Ie1,N
XNCIIJSXPNLCI)$ALRXHLNICI)FAQRXH2NICI)
EPS{ZABS(CINWAL)/CIN®100,
EPS22ABS(C2N#A2) /CANR100,
CINZA1
C2nzA2
ITsIT+1
IFCIT,GT.ITMAX)GOTO 339
IFCAMAXLCEPS1,EPS2),GT,..1)GOTO 95
Do 359 Iz1,N
XGRAD(T)B=XNCIJ«C2ON+CINAQRAnWCI)
CG21./C1N
CM2C2NKCG
WRITEC3,488)CM,CG,IT

FORMAT(SX,°CMB%, E1894, CG=’,E12.4,2%X, ITE", 15)
730,
DO 450 I81,N
WRITE (3,420) T,XNC I), XRAW( 1), XGRADCT)
12T+DT
FORMAT(4(2X%,E10,4))
END

Table 1 Program for model identification by quasilinearization(Concl'n)
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PROCESS COMPUTER a

 

[ „PROCESS OPERATOR
TTaeeee

[PARAMETERS

METABoLIE |METABOLIC AkomENVRONMENT.
METABOCONTROL CONTROL
SETFOINTS JALGORITHMS _|°E'FONTS| ALGORITHMS

r
METABOLIC & ENVIRONMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL

PREDICTIONS MEASUREMENTS |

YA ] ie VY

PREDICTIVE DATA DATA
MODEL ANALYSIS FILE |
N |

|

DATA TRANSMISSION |
IN

ANALOG ‚CONTROL
 

S
a
r
a

     

   

    
  

 

   
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|    
 

 

 

 

| | |
1) [mranetenskeee a| na, IDENTIFICATION FILE |
| |
ARDSn 311Nah N.TIMESHAREDICREREBENSa0i]

Figure 1 Computer Hierarchy for fermentation control (Parameter Identification
Pathway). Shaded area represents control loops not discussed in this

paper.

file of X, predicted from measurement of oxygen uptake rate only, compared with the

filtered autoanalyzer cell mass datalt6.18]_ Figure 3 shows the time course of the

corresponding growth rate, x.

Distributed Parameter Identification

The second example is concerned with the mathematical modeling of oxygen profiles

in a tower fermenter, thus the model takes into account variation in the oxygen pro-

files from point to point in the reactor[19»20,211, The technique of quasilineari-

zation for the solution of two phase dispersion models has already been successful]

applied to the problem of physical desorption of CO, in a bubble column reactor 22

In what follows, a concise derivation of the model equations will be given. The

model is based on the following set of assumptions: (1) Backmixing of the gas phase

is neglected (Plug flow), (2) Backmixing of the liquid phase can be described,

analogously to molecular diffusion, by introducing an eddy diffusion coefficient D

in Fick's law. Applying the general law of conservation of mass to a differential

element of the column, we obtain  
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Figure 2 Comparison of predicted (---) with experimentally obtained (0) values of
cell mass density.
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Figure 3 Productivity estimated from measurements of oxygen uptake rate.
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Schematical representation

of a bubble column reactor
y i 4 d with an external recycling

X+ OX (Co-current flow of gas and
7 ce liquid)

PR

Xo

. do, dO,
kal0, 0) + Dey ie = Uo I = rey = 0 (26)

as mass balance for the oxygen in the liquid phase, and

k, a(0[a: (Ugo OG) = 9 (27)
dx

for oxygen in the gas phase. (0, > 06 = concentration of oxygen in the liquid and

gas phase respectively, oF = equilibrium concentration at the interface, DL = eddy

diffusion coefficient of the liquid phase, Uo? YEq = superficial velocities of

liquid and gas respectively, fie liquid hold up, ka = volumetric mass transfer

coefficient). The equilibrium concentration a as well as the superficial gas

velocity, are now functions of the decreasing hydrostatic pressure. Assuming a

linear profile, the hydrostatic pressure at point x in the column can be described

by

Py = Py +9 Be (2,0 (28)

(Py = head space pressure, y= density of liquid, 1 = height of the reactor).

Changing the concentrations of oxygen in Equation (26) and (27) to the mole frac-

tions, Xp and Xo and introducing the pressure profile (Equation 28) in Henry's

law of equilibrium, we can derive the following equations:
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} ey dx, dx, i
St, 1 xgKo[1 + Ky(1 - t)]J- x, oeee

Loi.i

st, = du [)— { X@K, [1 rapadt) 4 = UgoXckı + Xq {1 + K,(1-t) }
V dt
K

axe 2 i
iy 1 + K, (1-t) = 140)

dt Go 1

ith:

eo P al u
K eu K ne (H = Henry's constant), u = gee »1 2 Go U

P H Lo
H

P Kal
H x L‚=,t=-

,

Stanton = St = —— ,
a 1 Ale u

iM;

ul
Peclet = Pe = a

L

From the continuous equation of the gas phase one can derive:

du St 1 K
60 | ae ———{xgkp[1 + k,(1 - t)] -x} +—+— Ma

dt Vv 1 + K,(1-t) 14K, (1-t)K 1 1

Furthermore, the following boundary conditions are imposed:

tr Ken (inlet concentration)

Ugo = PR (inlet velocity of gas)

in - Be x: a
xX =X, (0 ) =x, (0°) - — —(0°)
N . Pe dt

tt or AT ae 1 #0 (uy = liquid velocity

. a in the recycling)
dx) ; N:

y= —

dt
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(31)

(32a)

(32b)

(32c)

(32d)

(33)

With the substitution of Equation (33) ,Equations (29), (30), and (31) can be trans-

formed into a system of four nonlinear ordinary first order differential equations.

The two constant parameters, St, and Pe, are unknown quantities and must be de-
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termined experimentally by measuring the oxygen content of the liquid at different

positions in the column.

N= bo . S=1,2,...5m

As already described in the first example we will adjoin to the above differential

equation system the following equations:

dSt,
—=0 (34)
dt

dPe
— =-0 (35)
dt

The missing boundary conditions for these two differential equations can again be

derived from the condition

? = Min. (36)
Hr IX ,carclte) A X, ‚meas(ts)]

Ss

By applying the generalized linearization formula, Equation (10), to the differential

equation system (Equation 29-31, 33, 35) one can obtain a linearized system of six

differential euqations.

With the two initial conditions, given explicitly by Equation (32a,b), four sets

of homogeneous solutions are needed. The general solution of the linearized

differential equation system can be represented by the following matrix equation:

Xyai lt) = Xp nant) + Xyng (tans (37)

where a represent the ee vector with components XL nel? Xe nel?

Unocnel2e’n+l? Sty onal? Pen41° and Xp ntl 1S, the corresponding vector of the

particular solution. The homogeneous solution matrix ea is defined as

ae X,n2,ns1(t) %L,n3,ns1(®) te

Xonl,nst() Xe n2yner(t) %aun3,nal)  *G ha naa)

vo Ugo hi gnal(t) Ygo,ho,ne1(t) YGo,n3.na2(*) Yeo, na nei)

Bd he Yaron(®) Yaar (t) Mag nat 4) Yhg naa *)

StnunSty jpojnaa(t) Stu ngynaa(t) St. ha naa lt)  Pens nat) Pena nat) Peng nat) Peng nai (*) J
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To obtain the one set of particular and four sets of homogeneous solutions, the

following initial values will be used:

in‘ Po oreo

u 050,040

he mor 070

Xp one(9) i 0 » Xe na(9) i Hh ro (38)

0 Pn ed

By using the above initial conditions, again it can be shown that

Sty ne) = 83,n41 2M Pena > Bq nad:

Once the particular and homogeneous solutions are known numerically, the integration

constants can be obtained. At t = 0 the first, fourth, and sixth equations of (37)

give:

in
ined tna (39a)

Ynat(O) = 89 nat (39b)

Pens (9) = 24 nol (39c)

Combining boundary condition (32c) with (39) one obtains

€

Ar panel (40)
aq ntl

The fourth equation of (37) can now be used to introduce boundary condition (32d)

by writing this equation for t=1. This gives another equation between the inte-

gration constants. By introducing this equation and Equation (40) in the error

function (36), the desired equation for the determination of 83 n+l and aq nel

is obtained. Unfortunately Pe is nonlinear in boundary condition (32c). Thus
n+1

the desired equation, which can be symbolically written as:

2 = IEF543, nat? aq nat) if ietel! Cah)

is also nonlinear in a4 nal: To avoid the difficulties of the solution of the

nonlinear equationssa trial and error procedure has been used to find the minimum

of Equation (41). Once the integration constants are known the iteration proce-

dure which follows is just the same as in the first example.
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Experimental Data Acquisition and Numerical Results

Experiments were performed in a 60 1 bubble column reactor of 3.15 m height,

again with the culture C. boidinii growing on methanol. In addition to the data

acquisition and data analysis with the PDP-11, which has been described in the

first example, six measurements of po, distributed over the reactor length and

the liquid flow rate in the recycling loop of the column were acquired. The

measured data and analyzed results were updated in a file in the time-sharing

computer every 15 minutes by means of the data transmission program. This pro-

gram also scheduled the parameter identification program at half-hour intervals,

with the result that the identification was always performed on the most current

process data. Some examples which compare the model with measured values from

an extended batch experiment at a controlled methanol concentration of 0.3% are

given in Figure 5. During the entire course of the fermentation the calculated
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oxygen profiles were stored in a file. Then, after the end of the fermentation,
a three-dimensional plot of the entire results was made, as shown in Figure 6,
representing the spatial oxygen profiles as a function of time.

In this example we have not only identified the parameters in a nonlinear boun-
dary value problem, which may be important for industrial scale up of the reactor,
but also used a physical model to filter the spatial distribution of the oxygen
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state variable. This may be an important step leading to better distributed con-

trol of metabolic processes in such column reactors.
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Figure 6 Three-dimensional representation of computed oxygen profiles. The pro-

nounced changes in the time course of oxygen concentration are due to

changes in aeration rate.

Conclusions

The quasilinearization approach used in an environment of a coupled computer

system for fermentation modelling is a very useful tool for estimating unknown

system parameters and for updating a process model in on-line computer control.

Figure 1 illustrates the feedback from the model identification in the time-

sharing computer to a model computed in the process control computer. The use

of such coupled computer systems will likely lead to improved metabolic control

algorithms. Furthermore, a system of the type illustrated offers a RACHA

for-computer controlled experiment designs for optimal model discrimination 23]

This technique may also be important for shifting fermentation models during

process operation to reflect changes in metabolic activities during fermentation.
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